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BY J IM MOORE 
Working Smarter

Colorful Editing Revisited

I first wrote about the color features of
the ISPF editor for Technical Support

back in April 1998 (Colorful Editing).
Since then, I have learned quite a bit more
about how to exploit the use of color when
editing various programming languages.
This month, I will pass along some of the
things I have learned over the last year and
a half.

A BRIEF REVIEW

The HILITE command is used to activate
color highlighting in ISPF edit. Entered
alone, the HILITE command causes a
pop-up dialog box to be presented. If a
valid trailing parameter is entered along
with the HILITE command, the pop-up
window is not displayed.

What are the valid trailing HILITE para-
meters? The easiest way to view them all is
to use the tutorial. From an edit session,
press PF1 (HELP) and choose 13 - Edit
primary commands.

From the help menu presented, select 4 -
Display mode control commands. From the
list presented, type in the word HILITE and
press enter. Finally, choose 1 -The HILITE
command and dialog.

The tutorial on the HILITE command
and color highlighting is extensive. I suggest
reading the entire tutorial, but for now,
focus on choice 2 - HILITE command.

Here, all of the valid parameters of the
HILITE commands are listed. Most of them
act as toggle settings. That is, if a given
setting is currently ON, entering HILITE,
followed by the parameter, will turn it OFF.
The opposite is also true. If currently turned
OFF, the “HILITE parameter” invocation
will turn it ON.

Once you become familiar with color
highlighting, you might find yourself using

the HILITE command often. It provides a
short, quick way to manipulate the color
settings of your edit sessions.

COOL COLOR CUSTOMIZATION

I will leave experimentation with the
HILITE command up to you. The remainder
of this column will examine some of the
more subtle things that ISPF editor users
can do with color highlighting.

COBOL

Some people, including myself, have
some degree of difficulty spotting periods
in COBOL language source. Over the
years, I have seen and caused some infamous
“missing period” bugs in COBOL programs.
Color highlighting can really help with this.
Here’s how:

1. With HILITE COBOL active and
a COBOL program up in edit,
invoke the HILITE command with
no parameters. The HILITE pop-up
will appear.

2. From the action bar, select
Languages. From the drop-down list,
select 5 - COBOL. The Language
Element Color Specification dialog
pop-up will be displayed. This dialog
allows for the customization of colors
that are used for various language
components. To establish a can’t-miss
colorization scheme for the period,
try using PINK as the color and
USCORE (underscore) for the
highlight in the Special Characters
row. This is the last row, after
Compiler Directives.

3. In conjunction with the
PINK/USCORE settings,

tab or mouse down to the last input
field in the pop-up: Special
Characters to Highlight. Eliminate all
characters except the period. This last
little bit of customization will ensure
that only the period character will
have the deliberately garish pink
underscore highlighting. Remember
that this applies only to COBOL lan-
guage highlighting.

Incidentally, if you are interested in seeing
all of the keywords in a language that will
get keyword highlighting, (red by default)
choose the View action bar item from this
pop-up.

OVERTYPE HIGHLIGHTING

Years ago, I worked at a service bureau
(outsourcer? ASP?). Working at this company
taught me to be pretty stingy with CPU
cycles. I became adept at editing a lot of
data in between presses of the enter key.

Also, as a database administrator, I am
highly aware of commit/rollback processing
in transactional databases. When I think
about it, I imagine the SAVE command of
ISPF edit as a commit and UNDO as a
rollback. However, the UNDO command
won’t roll back changes that have yet to be
applied to the in-memory copy of the data
being edited. Wouldn’t it be handy if there
were a visual clue to remind yourself of
what data had been overtyped or otherwise
entered since you last pressed the enter
key? You can do this, here’s how:

1. From within any edit session,
invoke the HILITE command with
no parameters. The HILITE pop-up
will appear.

2. From the action bar, select Colors.
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3. From the drop-down list, select 1 -
Overtype Color. The Set Overtype
Color dialog pop-up will be presented.
This simple dialog allows the color of
any overtyped data to be customized.
Try choice 7 - Pink.

Note that this customization will apply to all
color highlighted edit sessions. Now, back
in a color highlighted edit session, any
keystrokes that have yet to be applied to the
in-memory copy of the data being edited
will stand out clearly. “Overtyping” also
includes the standard Windows Paste (Ctrl-V)
operation available to users of Windows-based
terminal emulators.

MORE GLOBAL COLOR
CUSTOMIZATION

In the Colors drop-down list there are two
other types of special color highlighting that
can be applied: Find String Color and
Cursor Phrase Color. These two options
apply to two of the selectable fields on the
primary HILITE pop-up, as shown in
Figure 1.

If you have Highlight FIND strings and
Highlight cursor phrase selected, these are
what the Find String Color and Cursor
Phrase Color relate to. The default for both
of these is White/Reverse (color/highlight).
This is not to my taste. I again pick on
Pink/Normal for both of these. Experiment
with different combinations. However, be
sure to avoid using a color that is used for
normal color highlighting.

LOGIC HIGHLIGHTING

’ HILITE pop-up, there is a section on the
right that lists the “Coloring” choices, as
shown in Figure 2. This list is a bit confusing,
as it seems to imply that if you choose any of
the “logic” highlighting (choices 3, 4 or 5) that
only logic will be highlighted. This isn’t true.

There is really only one major choice:

1. Do not color program or
2. Color program.

The only other minor choice applies to which
flavor of logic highlighting will be added to
the normal coloring. Stated another way,
choice 3 - Both IF and DO logic really
means: “Include the normal color highlight-

ing, but additionally provide color matching
DO/END and IF/ELSE/ENDIF highlighting.

If choice 4 was selected, the same rule
applies except that only DO/END logic
would be color matched. To keep it simple,
always choose choice 3. This way, you get
all logic matching and the normal color
highlighting.

CONCLUSION

Figure 3 shows the color-matched
DO/END and IF highlighting in a REXX
exec. What the logic highlighting does is
match the colors of the DO/END and/or the
IF/ELSE/ENDIF pairs. It is highly productive
in languages that support these constructs.

Note how each set of DO/END pairs is
assigned a different color — innermost in
turquoise, higher level in red, and outer-
most in white. Pink highlighting is used to
flag logic that appears mismatched.
However, it might not be mismatched; it
depends upon the language. This form of
highlighting is extremely useful, as it is

an excellent example of how the use of
color in an editor can help spot errors as
the syntax is written instead of when the
program is run.

Using color in the editor might seem
strange at first. But once you become
acclimated to its use, you will grow to rely
on it. I do and am grateful to the ISPF
development team for such a productive
addition to my daily work.  
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Enter “/” to select option
/  Parentheses matching
/  Highlight FIND strings
/  Highlight cursor phrase

FIGURE 1: SELECTABLE HIGHLIGHTING 
FEATURES FROM THE HILITE POP-UP 

Coloring: 1. Do not color program
2. Color program            
3. Both IF and DO logic
4. DO logic only
5. IF logic only

FIGURE 2: COLORING CHOICES
FROM THE HILITE POP-UP 

FIGURE 3: COLOR-MATCHED LOGIC HIGHLIGHTING IN REXX — DO/END AND IF/ELSE


